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The One About Coyote Going West

H e was proud of the black high cop runners
he :¥Ore without laces. Cose him six bits.
Gave h im slippers buc he wears chem co please
me and his grandson when we visit.
H e cied a shoelace co the zipper cab
in case he had trouble opening his fly.

Tecumseh, to the satirically tawd ry Indian Days
Tribal festival. Probably more important as a
statement of King's achievement are rl1e 2003
Massey Lectures, a series of radio broadcasts
now collected as The Truth About Stories. In a
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chatty, easy discourse, King explores many
complexities of Native storytelling. The result is
a book chat is essential to anyone inreresred in
the value of narrative.

IO

The One About Coyote Going West

Thomas King

b. 1943

CHEROKEE

T homas King's mother is Greek and his father
C herokee, and he was born in California, bur
his practice as a Native writer is much mo re
complicated than this he ritage suggests. ln
1980, he arrived at the University of Leth bridge
in Alberta to reach Native studies. There he
combined his extensive knowledge of Native
American literary traditions, as shown in his
doctoral dissertation from the University of
Utah, with various explorations of Native life in
Albe rta. One of h is comments about his writing
is especially revealing: 'I write about Natives
because it's the subject matter I know and enjoy.
I know it has som ething to do w ith who I am,
but I can't quantify it in any way.'
King, who now reaches Native literature
and c reative writi ng at rhe U n iversity of
Guelph, produced his first book as a n academic
editor-The Native in Literature: Canadian and
Comparative Perspectives (1987). His second
book was All My Relntions: An Anthology of
Contemporary Canadian Native Fiction (1990).
Since then he has published a c hildre n's book,
A Coyote Columbus Story (1992), and a colleccion of short fiction, One Good Story. That One
(1993). H owever, he has made h is greatest mark
through his novels.
Medicine River (1990) shows his Aair for
humorous anecdote and his unusual combination of irony and sensitivity in his portrayal of
the Native cultures he encou ntered in Alberta.
In che IQQ~ fi lm oroduced from rhe novel, King

maintained this sensibility in his screenplay and
enhanced it by his own appearance in the
movie, playing a slow-moving, sardonic basket•
ball player. H is second novel, Green GraJS,
Running Water (1993), features a postmodern
structure constantly informed by Native oral
tradition and rheology. The comic fu n is still
there, bur witnin a portrait of politics and cosmology that is near overwhelming. Green GraJS,
Running ~ter sets a standard seldom equalled
by novelises of any cuJrure. W ith its publication, King received attention given ro few
Canadian writers, with notices in a variety of
ma.insrream American periodicals.
Since the publicacion of Green Grass, Running Water Ki ng has gone o n to develop his ralenrs in yet other directio ns, writing scripts for
the television show North ofSixty as well as a
series of film treatm ents and radio dramas. His
rad io series The Dead Dog Cafe Comedy Hour
exemplifies his ability ro recognize the potential
of a creative medium. The miniature scale of the
setting of D ead Dog, a small reserve cafe with a
one-man radio station visited by a w riter (King
as h imself), seems almost the antithesis of the
epic comedy in Green Grass, Running \%ter.
While it has nor achieved the same degree
of commercial success as its predecessor, King's
third novel, Truth and Bright ~ter (zoo,), is
certainly a success for che way King manages to
blend history a nd contemporary Native culture, from the narrator with the celling name of

This one is about Coyote. She was going west. Visiting her relations. That's what she
said. You goc co watch chat one. Tricky one. Full of bad business. No, no, no, no, chat
one says. I'm just visiting.
Going co see Raven.
Boy, I says. T hat's another tricky one.
Coyote comes by my place. She wag her tail. Make chem happy noises. Sic on my
porch. Look around. With chem ceech. With chat smile. Coyote put her nose in my
rea. My good tea. Gee chat nose our of my cea, I says.
. I'm going co see my friends, she says. Tell those stories. Fix chis world. Straighten
It up.
Oh boy, pretty scary chat, Coyote fix che world, again.
Sic down, I says. Ear so me food. Hard work chat fix up che world. Maybe you have
a song. Maybe you have a good joke.
Sure, says Coyote. That one wink her ears. Lick her whiskers.
I tuck my feet under char chair. Goe co hide my roes. Sometimes chat tricky one
leave her skin sic in ch ar chair. Coyote skin. No Coyote. Sneak around. Bice chem coes.
Make you jump.
I been reading chose books, she says.
You muse be o ne smart Coyote, I says.
You bee, she says.
Maybe you goc a good story for me, I says.
I been reading about chat history, says Coyote. She cricks chat nose back in my cea.
All about wh o found us Indians.
Ho, I says. I like chose old ones. Them ones are the best. You cell me your story, I
says. Maybe some biscuits w ill visit us. Maybe some moose-meat stew come along, listen co your story.
Okay, she says and she sings h er story song.
Snow's on
Snow's on
Snow's on
Snow's on

the ground
the ground
the ground
che ground

the snakes are asleep.
my voice is strong.
the snakes are asleep.
my voice is strong.

She sings like char. With char rail, wagging. W irh chat smile. Sitting there.
May~e I cell you the one about Eric the Lucky and che Vikings play hockey for
the Old-n mers, find us Indians in Newfoundland, she says.
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Maybe I tell you the one about C hristopher Cartier looking for something good
to eat. F_ind us Indians in a restaurant in Monrreal.
Maybe I tell you the one about Jacques Columbus come along that river, Indians
waiting for him. We all wave and say, here we are, here we are.
Everyone knows those stories, I says. White man stories. Baby stories you got in
your mouth.
No, no, no, no, says Coyote. I read these ones in that old book.
Ho, I says. You are trying to bite my toes. Everyone knows who found us Indians.
Eric the Lucky and char Christopher Cartier and that Jacques Columbus come along
later. Those ones get lost. Float about. Walk aro und. Ger mixed up. Ho, ho, ho, ho,
those ones cry, we are lost. So we got to find them. Help them out. Feed them. Show
chem around.
Boy, I says. Bad mistake that one.
You are very wise, grandmother, says Coyote, bring her eyes down. Like she is
sleepy. Maybe yo u know who discovered Indians.
Sure, I says. Everyone knows char. Ir was Coyote. She was the one.
Oh, grandfather, that Coyote says. Tell me chat story. I love those stories about
that sneaky one. I don't think I know that story, she says.
All right, I says. Pay attention.
Coyote was heading west. That's how I always start this story. There was nothing
else in this world. Just Coyote. She could see all the way, too. No mountains then. No
rivers then. No forests then. Pretty flat then. So she starts to make things. So she starts
to fix chis world.
This is exciting, says Coyote, and she rakes her nose out of my tea.
Yes, I says. Just the beginning, too. Coyote got a lo t of things to make.
Tell m e, grandmother, says Coyote. What does the clever one make first?
Well, I says. Maybe she makes char tree grows by the river. Maybe she makes that
buffalo. Maybe she makes that mountain. Maybe she makes them clouds.
Maybe she makes chat beautiful rainbow, says Coyote.
No, I says. She don't make char thing. Mink makes that.
Maybe she makes that beautiful moon, says Coyote.
No, I says. She don't do chat either. Otter finds that moon in a pond later on.
Maybe she makes the oceans with that blue water, says Coyote.
No, I says. Oceans are already here. She don't do any of char. The first thing
Coyote makes, I tell Coyote, is a mistake.
Boy, Coyote sit up straight. Them eyes pop open. Thar rail stop wagging. T har one
swallow that smile.
Big one, too, I says. Coyote is going west thinking of things to make. Thar one is
trying to think of everything to make at once. So she don't see that hole. So she falls
in that hole. Then those thoughts bump around. They run into each other. Those ones
fall out of Coyote's ears. In chat hole. Ho, that Coyote cries. I have fallen into a hole.
I must have made a mistake. And she did.
So, there is that hole. And there is that Coyote in that hole. And there is that big
mistake in that hole with Coyote. Ho, says that mistake. You must be Coyote.
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Thar mistake is real big and that hole is small. Not much room. I don't want to
tell you what that mistake looks like. First mistake in the world. Pretty scary. Boy, I
can't look. I got to close my eyes. You better close your eyes, too, I tell Coyote.
Okay, I'll do char, she says, and she puts her hands over her eyes. Bur she don't fool
me. I can see she's peeking.
Don't peek, I says.
Okay, she says. I won't do char.
Well, you know, that Coyote thinks about the hole. And she thinks about how
she's going to get out of that hole. She thinks how she's going to get char big mistake
back in her head.
Say, says char mistake. What is char you're thinking about?
I'm chinking of a song, says Coyote. I'm chinking of a song to make this hole bigger.
That's a good idea, says chat mistake. Let me hear your hole song.
Bur that's no t what Coyote sings. She sings a song to make the mistake smaller.
Bur that mistake hears her. And that mistake grabs Coyote's nose. And that one pulls
off her mouth so she can't sing. And char one jumps up and down on Coyote until she
is flat. T hen that one leaps our of that hole, wanders around looking for things to do.
Well, Coyote is feeling pretty bad, all flat her nice fur coat full of stomp holes. So
she thinks hard, and she thinks about a healing song. And she tries to sing a healing
song, but her mouth is in other places. So she thinks harder and tries to sing that song
through her nose. Bur char nose don't make any sound, just drip a lot. She tries to sing
that song out her ears, bur those ears don't hear anything.
So, that silly one thinks real hard and tries to sing out her burr-hole. Psssr! Psssr!
Thar is what that butt-hole says, and right away things don't smell so good in that
hole. Pssst.
Boy, Coyote thinks. Something smells.
Thar Coyote lies there flat and practise and practise. Pretty soon, maybe two days,
maybe one year, she reach that butt-hole to sing. Thar song. Thar healing song. So that
burr-hole sings chat song. And Coyote begins to feel better. And Coyote don't feel so
flat anymore. Pssst! Psssr! Things still smell pretty bad, bur Coyote is okay.
Thar one look around in that hole. Find her mouth. Put that mouth back. So, she
says to that butt-hole. Okay, you can stop singing now. You can stop making them
smells now. Bur, you know, that burr-hole is liking all that singing, and so that butthole keeps on singing.
Stop that, says Coyote. You going to stink up the whole world. Bur it don't. So
Coyote jumps out of char hole and runs across the prairies real fast. But that butt-hole
follows her. Psssr. Psssr. Coyote jumps into a lake, bur that butt-hole don't drown. Ir
just keeps on singing.
Hey, who is doing all that singing, someone says.
Yes, and who is making that bad smell, says another voice.
Ir must be Coyote, says a third voice.
Yes, says a fou rth voice. I believe it is Coyote.
Thar Coyote sir in my chair, put her nose in my tea, say, I know who that voice
is. Ir is that big mistake playing a trick. Nothing else is made yet.
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No, I says. That mistake is doing ocher things.
Th~n chose voices are spirits, says Coyote.
No', I says. Them voices belong co chem ducks.
Coyote stand up on my chair. Hey, she says, where did chem ducks come from?
Calm down, I says. This story is going to be okay. This story is doing just fine.
This story knows where it is going. Sit down. Keep your skin on.
So.
Coyote look around, and she see chem four ducks. In that lake. Ho, she says.
Where did you ducks come from? I didn't make you yet.
Yes, says chem ducks. We were waiting around, but you didn't come. So we got
tired of waiting. So we did it ourselves.
I was in a hole, says Coyote.
Psssc. Psssc.
What's chat noise, says them ducks. What's chat bad smell?
Never mind, says Coyote. Maybe you've seen something go by. Maybe you can
help me find something I lose. Maybe you can help me get it back.
Those ducks swim around and talk co themselves. Was it something awful to look
at? Yes, says Coyote, it certainly was. Was it something with ugly fur? Yes, says Coyote,
I think it had chat, too. Was it something that made a lot of noise? ask them ducks.
Yes, it was pretty noisy, says Coyote. Did it smell bad, them ducks want co know. Yes,
says Coyote. I guess you ducks have seen my something.
Yes, says them ducks. It is right behind you.
So chat Coyote turn around, and there is nothing there.
It's still behind you, says those ducks.
So Coyote turn around again but she don't see anything.
Pssst! Pssst!
Boy, says chose ducks. What a noise! What a smell! They say chat, coo. What an
ugly thing with all chat fur!
Never mind, says chat Coyote, again. That is not what I'm looking for. I'm looking for something else.
Maybe you're looking for Indians, says chose ducks.
Well, chat Coyote is real surprised because she hasn't created Indians, either. Boy,
says that one, mischief is everywhere. This world is gecring bent.
All right.
So Coyote and those ducks are talking, and pretty soon they hear a noise. And
pretty soon there is something coming. And chose ducks says, oh, oh, oh, oh. They say
that like they see trouble, but it is not trouble. What comes along is a river.
Hello, says chat river. Nice day. Maybe you want to take a swim. But Coyote don't
wane to swim, and she looks at chat river and she looks at chat river again. Something's
not right here, she says. Where are those rocks? Where are chose rapids? What did you
do with chem waterfalls? How come you're so straight?
And Coyote is right. That river is nice and straight and smooth without any
bumps or twists. It runs both ways, too, not like a modern river.
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We got co fix this, says Coyote, and she does. She pours some rocks in that river,
and she fixes it so it only runs one way. She puts a couple of waterfalls in and makes a
bunch of rapids where things get shallow fast.
Coyote is tired with all this work, and those ducks are ti red just watching. So that
Coyote sits down. So she closes her eyes. So she puts her nose in her tail. So those
ducks shout, wake up, wake up! Something big is heading chis way! And they are right.
Mountain comes sliding along, whistling. Real happy mountain. Nice and round.
This mountain is full of grapes and other good things co eat. Apples, peaches, cherries.
Howdy-do, says chat polite mountain, nice day for whistling.
Coyote looks at that mountain, and that one shakes her head. Oh, no, she says,
this mountain is all wrong. How come you're so nice and round? Where are chose
craggy peaks? Where are all them cliffs? What happened to all that snow? Boy, we got
co fix chis thing, coo. So she does.
Grandfather, grandfather, says chat Coyote, sit in my chair, put her nose in my tea.
Why is that Coyote changing all those good things?
That is a real sly one, ask me that question. I look at chose eyes. Grab chem ears.
Squeeze that nose. Hey, let go my nose, chat Coyote says.
Okay, I says. Coyote still in Coyote skin. I bee you know why Coyote change chat
happy river. Why she change chat mountain sliding along whistling.
No, says chat Coyote, look around my house, lick her lips, make them baby noises.
Maybe it's because she is mean, I says.
O h, no, says Coyote. T hat one is sweet and kind.
Maybe it's because chat one is not too smart.
Oh, no, says Coyote. That Coyote is very wise.
Maybe it's because she made a mistake.
Oh, no, says Coyote. She made one of chose already.
All right, I says. Then Coyote must be doing the right thing. She must be fixing
up the world so it is perfect.
Yes, says Coyote. T hat must be it. What does that brilliant one do next?
Everyone knows what Coyote does next, I says. Little babies know what Coyote
does next.
Oh no, says Coyote. I have never heard chis story. You are a wonderful storyteller.
You cell me your good Coyote story.
Boy, you got co watch chat one all the time. Hide them toes.
Well, I says. Coyote thinks about that river. And she chinks about chat mountain.
And she thinks somebody is fooling around. So she goes looking around. She goes
looking for chat one who is messing up the world.
She goes co the north, and there is nothing. She goes to the south, and there is
nothing there, either. She goes to the east, and there is still nothing there. She goes to
the west, and there is a pile of snow tires.
And there is some televisions. And there is some vacuum cleaners. And there is a
bunch of pastel sheets. And there is an air humidifier. And there is a big mistake sitting on a portable gas barbecue reading a book. Big book. Department store catalogue.
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Hello, says that mistake. Maybe you want a hydraulic jack.
No,, says that Coyote. I don't want one of chem. Bur she don't tell that mistake
what she wants because she don't want ro miss her mouth again. Bur when she chinks
about being flat and full of stomp holes, that butt-hole wakes up and begins to sing.
Psssc. Psssc.
What's chat noise? says that big mistake.
I'm looking for Indians, says char Coyote, real quick. Have you seen any?
What's chat bad smell?
Never mind, says Coyote. Maybe you have some Indians around here.
I got some roaster ovens, says char mistake.
We don't need chat scuff, says Coyote. You got co stop making all chose things.
You're going to fill up chis world.
Maybe you want a computer with a colour monitor. T hat mistake keeps looking
through chat book and chose things keep landing in piles all around Coyote.
Stop, stop, cries Coyote. Golf care lands on her foot. Golf balls bounce off her
head. You got to give me char book before the world gees lopsided.
These are good things, says chat mistake. We need these things to make up the
world. Indians are going to need chis scuff.
We don't have any Indians, says Coyote.
And chat mistake can see chat chat's right. Maybe we better make some Indians,
says char mistake. So that one looks in that catalogue, but it don't have any Indians.
And Coyote don't know how to do char, eith er. She has already made four things.
I've made four things already, she says. I got to have help.
We can help, says some voices and it is those ducks come swimming along. We can
help you make Indians, says rhe white duck. Yes, we can do that, says the green duck.
We have been thinking about this, says that blue duck. We have a plan, says the red duck.
Well, that Coyote don't know what to do. So she tells them ducks to go ahead
because this story is pretty long and it's getting late and everyone wants to go home.
You still awake, I says to Coyote. You still here?
Oh yes, grandmother, says Coyote. What do those clever ducks do?
So I tell Coyote chat chose ducks lay some eggs. Ducks do that, you know. T hat
white duck lay an egg, and it is blue. That red duck lay an egg, and it is green. That
blue duck lay an egg, and it is red. That green duck lay an egg, and ic is white.
Come on, says chose ducks. We got to sing a song. We got to do a dance. So they
do. Coyote and that big mistake and those four ducks dance around the eggs. So they
dance and sing for a long rime, and pretty soon Coyote gees hungry.
I know this dance, she says, bur you got to close your eyes when you do it or nothing will happen. You got to close your eyes right. Okay, says those ducks. We can do
that. And they do. And chat big mistake closes its eyes, too.
But Coyote, she don't close her eyes, and all of them start dancing again, and
Coyote dances up close to that white duck, and she grabs that white duck by her neck.
.When Coyote grabs chat duck, that duck flaps her wings, and chat big mistake
hears the noise and opens them eyes. Say, says chat big mistake, that's nor the way the
dance goes.
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By golly, you're right, says Coyote, and she lees char duck go. I am getting it mixed
up with another dance.
So they scare co dance again. And Coyote is very hungry, and she grabs that blue
duck, and she grabs his wings, too. But Coyote's stomach scares to make hungry noises,
and that mistake opens them eyes and sees Coyote with che blue duck. Hey, says chat
mistake, you got yourself mixed up again.
T hat's right, says Coyote, and she drops the duck and straightens out chat neck. le
sure is good you're around to help me with chis dance.
They all scare chat dance again, and, chis time, coyote grabs the green duck real
quick and tries to scuff it down chat greedy throat, and there is nothing hanging out
but them yellow duck feet. But chose feet are flapping in Coyote's eyes, and she can't
see where she is going, and she bumps into the big mistake and the mistake cums
around to see what has happened.
Ho, says chat big mistake, you can't see where you're going with chem yellow duck
feet flapping in your eyes, and char mistake pulls that green duck out of Coyote's
throat. You could hurt yourself dancing like char.
You are one good friend, look after me like char, says Coyote.
Those ducks start to dance again, and Coyote dances with chem, but chat red duck
says, we better dance with one eye open, so we can help Coyote with this dance. So
they dance some more, and, then, chose eggs begin to move around, and chose eggs
crack open. And if you look hard, you can see something inside those eggs.
I know, I know, says that Coyote, jump up and down on my chair, shake up my
good tea. Indians come out of chose eggs. I remember chis story, now. Inside chose eggs
are the Indians Coyote's been looking for.
No, I says. You are one crazy Coyote. W hat comes out of those duck eggs are baby
ducks. You better sit down, I says. You may fall and hurt yourself. You may spill my
tea. You may fall on top of chis story and make it flat.
Where are the Indians? says that Coyote. This story was about how Coyote found
the Indians. Maybe the Indians are in che eggs with the baby ducks.
No, I says, nothing in chose eggs but little ducks. Indians will be along in a while.
Don't lose your skin.
So.
When chose ducks see what has come our of the eggs, they says, boy, we didn't gee
that quite right.'We better cry that again. So they do. They lay them eggs. They dance
chat dance. They sing that song. Those eggs crack open and out comes some m ore baby
ducks. They do this seven rimes and each time, they get more ducks.
By golly, says chose four ducks. We got more ducks than we need. I guess we got
to be the Indians. And so they do chat. Befo re Coyote or chat big mistake can mess
things up, those fo ur ducks cum into Indians, two wom en and two men. Good-looking Indians, too. They don't look at all like ducks any more.
But those duck-Indians aren't too happy. They look at each ocher and they begin
to cry. This is pretty disgusting, they says. All this ugly skin. All these bumpy bones.
All this awful black hair. Where are our nice soft feathers? Where are our beautiful feet?
What happened to o ur wonderful wings? It's probably all that Coyote's fault because
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she didn't do rhe dance right, and those four duck-Indians come over and stomp all
over Coyote until she is flat like before. Then they leave. T hat big mistake leave, coo.
And that Coyote, she srarrs to think about a healing song.
Psssr. Psssr.
That's it, I says. It is done.
Bur what happens to Coyote, says Coyote. That wonderful one is still flat.
Some of these stories are flat, I says. Thar's what happens when you try to fix this
world. This world is pretty good all by itself. Best to leave it alone. Stop messing
around with it.
I better get going, says Coyote. I will tell Raven your good story. We going to fix
this world for sure. We know how to do it now. We know how to do it right.
So, Coyote drinks my tea and that one leave. And I can't talk any more because I
gor to watch the sky. Got to watch out for falling things that land in piles. When that
Coyote's wandering around looking to fix things, nobody in this world is safe.

Harold Cardinal

1945-2005

CREE

H arold Cardinal was born in High Prairie,
Alberta. In the late 1960s, when rhe social
activism of youth became a major force in
North America, Cardinal was one of a number
of young Native people who introduced their
own agenda. In 1966, with Duke Redbird and
Tony Mandamin, Cardinal ser up the Canadian
Indian Yourh Council, which was intended ro
be, among ocher things, a Native arm of the
Company of Young Canadians (a voluntary
government agency focused on social, economic, and community development).
In 1968, Cardinal became the youngest
elected president of the Indian Association of
Alberta. During his time in office, from 1968
until 1977, he became a national spokesperson
on a variety of Native issues and was probably
rhe best-known Native ro appear in the media
throughout Canada in chis period. His comments on preserving Aboriginal culture and
religions, and on issues of special status,
received wide attention.
Cardinal tided his first book, The Unjust
Society (1969), in response to one of Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau's most famous catch-

phrases, 'che just society'. Although ar rimes
attacked for the level of its polemic, The Unjust
Society became the most sign ificant book produced on Native rights in Canada. Its influence
on ocher Native people and on governmenr
might be questioned, but its impact on the
Canadian public cannot be.
Cardinal lacer participated in drafting a
reply by Alberta Natives to a government white
paper. This ' Red Paper', Citizens Plus, was part
of a broader exploration of Native possibilities
in Canada. Cardinal served as regional director
of rhe Alberta department of Indian Affairs,
becoming the first Native to be appointed co
the position. He has also served as a consultant
ro band councils, as chief of h is home reserve
(the Sucker Creek band), and in 1983 as vicechief for rhe prairie region under the Assembly
of First Nations.
The selection here is taken from Cardinal's
second book, The Rebirth of Canada's lndiam
(1977). Considered together, Cardinal's books
can be seen as the best of Native writing
before 1980.
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Over the past century, the Indian people, and many white people as well, have become
increasingly aware of rhe aura of conflict surrounding the relations between white man
and red man in Canada. The struggle now has become so intense and so emotional fo r
so many of our people, especially our young people; and has led to equally intense bur
opposite emotional response from elements of white society, that I th ink the time has
come for us to sir back and try to determine in our minds just what the hell this struggle really is all about.
We have been fighting for so long now that the original misunderstandings and
differences char created rhis conflict have been forgotten. Various tactics have been
tried by one side and countered by the other; emotions have taken over from reason;
and the passions born of hatred have grown until neither fighter any longer knows, or
cares, what the fight is about. The fight has become an end in itself
In the long run such an attitude can only be disastrous, not just for our people,
but for our country. To reverse rhis unfortunate trend of confrontation, we must examine some of the myths that have contributed to the situation currently faced by the
Indian people in this country. We must re-examine the basic philosophies inherent in
any discussion with white society, or with white individuals.
The past and the present are important, but basically we have to look to the
future. In that context, many people concerned about rhe current economic conditions
in Canada are closely examining just what kind of future, what kind of country they
really want to build; not for a minority but for all Canadians; not for their generation
but for all future generations. It must be with this in mind that we begin re-examining the relationship between Indians and members of the larger Canadian society. This
is true whether we are talking about individuals in chat larger society, or whether we
are talking in collective terms about the Indian entity, the Indian nation, or about the
white entity, the white nation.
One problem that has largely contributed to the misunderstanding between us is
the terminology we use in efforts to relate to each other. Not only are the languages of
the opposing sides drastically different, bur the societies using those languages are in
so many respects so very strange to one another that communication becomes almost
impossible. A perfect example of rhis type of problem was the confrontation between
Nikita Khrushchev and John Kennedy in Vienna. To a person not overly familiar with
the opposing ideologies it would be difficult to understand, from the translation of
what was said, why the two leaders disagreed so violently when to all appearances what
they said differed so little. Only with a thorough knowledge of the background and
opposing ideologies of each side could one hope to understand what the shouting was
all about.
The situation faced in Canada between Indian and white races is much the same.
There has always been one question that a white man asks an Indian. It is asked
by the average Joe on the street of an Indian just off rhe reserve; professional people of
both sides ask it of each other. It is, to the Indians, a Have-you-stopped-bearing-yourwife? sort of question. It may be posed in many ways, not only by the individual white

